
Metaacres
Metaacres will be the world's first Mixed Reality
Metaverse Real Estate marketplace, making your
property selling, buying experience more futuristic.

www.metaacres.io



What is Metaverse?  
The metaverse is the idea of an online, 3D, virtual space
that connects people in all parts of their lives. It would be
like the internet, which has a lot of different websites that
can be accessed through a single browser. People can get
into the Metaverse with devices like smartphones, laptops,
and VR headsets. Metaverses give people an experience
that is exists in both digital and physical realms.



Metaverse Impact On Real Estate

A lot of people are moving into the metaverse. This rise in real estate digitalization was
made possible by VR, AR, and AI, which helped make this happen. It also has an effect on
real estate because of these technologies.

One way the Metaverse affects real estate is by making it easier to buy and sell real estate
online, rather than going to see it in person. It is a good way to invest in properties outside
of your home state without having to go there. It can also make it easier to look for
properties that aren't on the market, without having to drive around the neighbourhood.

Metaverse affects real estate is by making it easier to buy and sell real estate online



What is Metaacres ?
We are developing world's first Mixed Reality
Metaverse Real Estate marketplace to sell and
buy properties using metaverse technology and
get a chance to earn special NFT for interaction
with properties listed in Metaverse Platform.



Virtual Property
Users get a chance of getting special NFT which can be
used to claim a unique and rare virtual property which is
exclusively available for the users listing and buying
through the platform.

Pay through MARET
For people who want to advertise on website or promote
their listing can pay through Metaacres(MARET)
token.Listing fee to be paid through Metaacres token,
selected cryptocurrency or bank payment.

NFT Reward
Eeach user visiting the real world property listed in
Metaacres's Metaverse will have to complete certain
tasks in the virtual world to receive their NFT reward.

Buy/Sell Properties
Metaacres is your one stop place to buy & sell properties
and get a chance to earn special NFT for interaction with
our properties listed in Metaverse.

Virtual Tour
Sellers can list property's virtual tour where users can
interact with it by going on a virtual tour in Metaverse
and earn hidden NFT inside the property,



Revenue Model

NFT Merging Fees
Minimum Platform Fee on NFT

Merging for getting a Virtual
Property

Minimum Fee for Listing and
Buying Through Platform

Platform Fees
Advertisement Revenues on

Platform

Advertisement



Binance Smart Chain
Token Built On The Bep20
Protocol

MARET
INTRODUCING

Metaacres Real Estate Token



Token Name :  Metaacres                

Token Symbol : MARET

Network : Binance Smart Chain (Bep20)

Total Supply : 1,000,000,000

Contract  Address  : 0x4F81E73351517CCb6f34f867d4618477Ea34FF04

Transaction fees  :  3.5%  fees applies on all transaction. this fees will be

used for Marketing and development)

Metaacres (MARET) Token Information



Tokenomics
MARET Tokenomics designed in a community interest, 85%
tokens will be own by the community, rest will be use for
development, Marketing and Airdrop that will also help to grow
community. Everything in this project is design to build a strong
community so we can take MARET to the moon together

Total Supply   :   1,000,000,000 





Roadmap
Where Metaacres (MARET) is and where Metaacres (MARET)
plan on going within the next few years



Feb - April  2022
Smart Contract Deployment
Presale Of MARET Token
Smart contract Audit by Solid Proof
Marketing Campaigns (Influencers,
Youtubers, Twitter, Telegram, targeted ads,
etc).
Online & Offline Team building

Q4 2021
Project Research & Planning



April  -  May 2022
Listing on Pancakeswap
Launch Staking and Referral Platform
Apply for CoinGecko listing
Accelerated Marketing (tie ups with Big
influencers (1 mil+ following)
Launch Lottery and Game Platform for Fun
Apply for CoinMarketCap Listing

August 2022
Development Metaacres Real Estate Platform



Staking And Referral Rewards

Building Connection and community through the power of blockchain. Developing
Decentralize smart contract based staking platform which allow our holders to stake and
earn MARET
You can earn up to 10%  referral commission if you refer somebody to stake MARET
token.

Building Connection and community through the power of blockchain.



Referral
In order to earn more MARET,
Refer your family and friends
to MARET Staking platform
and earn up to 10% referral

commission

Staking
Stake MARET in to

Metaacres decentralise farm
and earn up to 12% APY. Fully
decentralise platform that No
one in the world can stop you
receiving the staking reward.
3.5% fees will not apply when

you stake tokens

Ownership
Renounce

 We will renounce  the ownership
after deployment of the staking
& referral smart contract. That

mean we will not have any
control over staking and referral
system. We will not even able to

withdraw coins from the
contract.. that mean it is truly
decentralise and will be driven

only by the community only.



6% APY
Get 6% Staking Reward

When you stake for  8
months

15% APY
Get 15% Staking

Reward When You
Stake for  18 Months



Truly
Decentralize
MARET is based on
decentralized binance
smart blockchain 

Community
Driven
No one is the sole
owner of Metaacres
(MARET) token. 90%
tokens are reserved
only for the community

Unstoppable
Staking  &
Referal 
earn up to 10% referral
commission and 12%
APY on Staking.
decentralized staking
platform

Binance Smart
Chain
Metaacres(MARET) is
developed on binance
smart chain. one of the
best blockchain in the
world

Team of Experts
around the
world
OTeam of Marketing
and blockchain experts
working around the
world for Metaacres
sucess

Solidproof
Audited
All smart contracts of
Metaacres ( MARET)
are audited by the
reputed Germany audit
firm SOLIDPROOF. Ihat
mean it is safe and
secure

Ownership
Renounce
Metaacres Team will
renounce member after
deploying all the smart
contract

100%
Transparency
100% transparency, you
can track every single
transaction of the token

Exciting Rewards
events
Follow us on social
media platforms to
keep updated about the
events and earn
handsome rewards
when you complete the
given task

No pump &
Dump
No one can pump or
dump
Metaacres(MARET)

Launched in Multiple Countires
Metaacres's(MARET)  Team working in multiple countries. our team is
building online and offline communities in USA, CANADA , GERMANY,
DUBAI, SINGAPORE & INDIA

Unique Metaverse Concept
there is no other project running in to the world like metaacres.. this is
the unique project itself and the most transparent MLM project



Facebook
http://fb.me/metaacres

Twitter
https://twitter.com/metaacres

Telegram
https://t.me/metaacres_token

Follow Metaacres



The information provided in this white-paper is for educational purposes only does not constitute
investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not
treat any of the content as such. None of the information in this white-paper constitutes, or should
be relied on as, a suggestion, offer, or other solicitation to engage in, or refrain from engaging in,
any purchase, sale, or any other investment-related activity with respect to any ICO or other
transaction. Cryptocurrency investments are volatile and high risk in nature. Don't invest more than
what you can afford to lose.Do conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial advisor
before making any investment decisions.
This white paper was created to give information about the Metaverse(MARET) platform, Token,
new business model, and current status of the Metaacres(MARET) project, as well as the teams
that the Metaverse(MARET) project plans to promote.

Disclaimer



This white paper is not intended to solicit investment in our platform and has nothing to do with it.
In addition, the Metaacres(MARET) Team has prepared and provided this white paper as of the
time of writing, and does not guarantee that any content in this white paper, including conclusions,
will be accurate until future. The Metaacres(MARET) team does not represent or guarantee the
accuracy of any matter to you in relation to this white paper, and does not assume any legal
responsibility for it. For example, the Metaacres(MARET) Team does not guarantee whether 
i) the white paper has been written based on legitimate rights and does not infringe the rights of
third parties,
 ii) whether the white paper is commercially valuable or useful, 
iii) the white paper is suitable for the achievement of your specific purpose 
iv) the content of the white paper is error-free. Of course, the scope of the disclaimer is not limited
to the preceding examples. When you use this white paper in your own decision-making, etc.
(including, but not limited to, referring to or based on the white paper), any other result, whether
profit or loss, is entirely at your discretion. In other words, please note that the Metaacres(MARET)
Team will not be liable for any damages, losses, debts or other damages caused to you by using
this white paper.



Anti-Money Laundering
(AML)
Users must agree not to engage in money laundering, illegal
currency trading, or other prohibited activities using the
Metaacres Token (MARET) or any associated derivatives (if
any). Each user should be informed that Metaacres Token
(MARET) and related derivatives cannot be sold, exchanged, or
disposed of for the purpose of money laundering, either
directly or indirectly.



Due to the constant changes in applicable policies, rules, and regulations, as well as technological,
economic, and other factors, the information contained in this white paper is not guaranteed to be
accurate, reliable, or final, and may be updated multiple times. This material is being distributed
solely for informative purposes. Our team makes no guarantees regarding the accuracy or
legitimacy of the information provided. Users should not depend exclusively on the information
contained in this white paper. Prior to sponsoring, we encourage people to conduct their own
research. In essence, this white paper is a business presentation or marketing document and is
not valid and enforceable in any way. The information contained in this Whitepaper is for
informational purposes only; you should take additional security measures yourself

Important Notes



www.metaacres.io
Visit us


